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PRODUCT
CODE

DESCRIPTION

PRICE
EACH

PC Based Prompting Software
100-013

Windigi Lite, software and dongle, uses the keyboard, scroll wheel or a mouse to control the speed of scroll. Light weight version of
Windigi software.

£325

100-015

Windigi Lite Plus, software and Local USB hand control. Light weight version of Windigi software with hand control.

£830

Note - For conference applications we recommend using at least Lite Plus which has extended editing and print facilities. Multiple options are available for wired
and wireless hand and foot controllers - Call for prices / quote

Poles (Obama Glass)
600-010

Ultra Portable Lightweight Telescoping Conference Glass stand suitable for all flat back displays, 2 CG reflectors, and folding
monitor shrouds

600-011

Fastpole MCG MK3. Two-speed ultra compact conference stand for use with Portaprompt's flat screen or customer's own monitors.
Comprising motorised stand, 2 x Reflectors type CG and monitor shrouds

600-013

Buttoned Hand Controller for MCG MK 3. Will control up to 15 robotic conference stands

£890
£2,500
£625

Note - Generally two poles (lectern left and lectern right) are required!

Prompting Display options for Poles
900-215

Fusion 15" 4x3 Prompting Display. Flat screen 400 NITS brightness LCD display, mains/12v DC, Video PAL//NTSC, HDMI and VGA
inputs. Rig for use with Portaprompt CG / MCG. Note mirroring takes place in software not in display

£275

900-217

Fusion 17" 4x3 Prompting Display. Flat screen 600 NITS brightness LCD display, mains/12v DC, Video PAL//NTSC, HDMI and VGA
inputs. Rig for use with Portaprompt CG / MCG. Note mirroring takes place in software not in display

£275

900-525

Flipping Fusion 15 inch Head up Display with mirror / un-mirror functions, flat screen 1200 NITS brightness 4x3 LCD display,
mains/12v DC, SDI, Video PAL//NTSC, HDMI and VGA inputs for use with Portaprompt CG / MCG rigs

£985

900-527

Flipping Fusion 17 inch on camera head up with mirror / un-mirror functions. Flat screen 1200 NITS brightness 4x3 LCD display.
Mains/12v DC, SDI, Video PAL//NTSC, HDMI and VGA inputs for use with Portaprompt CG / MCG rigs

£1,090

400-036

Premium 15 inch HI BRIGHT, 4x3 Head-up Display, flat screen 400 NITS brightness LCD display (mains/12v DC) with SDI, Video
PAL//NTSC and VGA inputs

£1,700

400-075

Premium 17 inch HI BRIGHT, 4x3 Head-up Display, flat screen 800 NITS brightness LCD display (mains/12v DC) with SDI, Video
PAL//NTSC and VGA inputs

£1,900

400-037

Quasar 15 inch ULTRA HI BRIGHT, 4x3 Head-up Display, flat screen 1500 NITS brightness LCD display (mains/12v DC) with SDI,
Video PAL//NTSC and VGA inputs

£2,150

400-041

Quasar 17 inch ULTRA HI BRIGHT, 4x3 Head-up Display, flat screen 1500 NITS brightness LCD display (mains/12v DC) with SDI,
Video PAL//NTSC and VGA inputs

£2,200

Note - IP input / output options available for all Premium and Quasar screen sizes from at an additional £600 per monitor.
Note - Choose display size and brightness required. You need a display per pole. Needs Prompting Software (Section 1)

HDMI to Video Convertors
200-020

HDMI to Video adapter Fusion

£45

200-025

HDMI to Video adapter Broadcast

£295

200-065

HDMI to SDI convertor (Premium / Quasar)

£95

200-010

VGA to VIDEO (PAL/NTSC) converter allows VGA output to work with Portaprompt and Standard Composite Video monitors). 1-only
video outlet from this unit.

£105

VM-30AVB

Kramer 1 in / 3 out composite video and audio distribution amplifier

Note - Add convertor to feed prompting display with composite video (BNC) feed if required (recommended).

£110.00

Conference Accessories and Hides
290-2778

Aluminium transit case suitable for miscellaneous displays and rigging. With foam liner

£395

700-002

Roll in / roll out Monitor Stand for Displays - Adjustable height pole, 3-folding legs with castors, monitor rigging

£695

700-004

Desk type monitor Stand for Quasar and Premium Displays (Direct Read)

£110

700-045

Honeycomb monitor ‘hide' suitable for 40 inch monitors

£400

700-050

Honeycomb monitor ‘hide' suitable for 50 inch monitors

£500

700-055

Honeycomb monitor ‘hide' suitable for 55 inch monitors

£550

700-065

Honeycomb monitor ‘hide' suitable for 65 inch monitors

£650

700-085

Honeycomb monitor ‘hide' suitable for 85 inch monitors

£850

700-103

Honeycomb monitor ‘hide' suitable for 100 inch monitors

£1,000

Note - Honeycomb monitor "hides" are available from 30" to 100" - priced @ £10 per inch. Specialist packing also available at £1 per inch. We can make pretty much any size or
aspect ratio (4x3, 16x9 etc.). Call for quote if what you want is not shown below. Off the shelf items include

Note - We have numerous accessories and pride ourselves on providing bespoke and customised design for specific clients requirements. If you cannot find
what you are looking for just call or mail for a price or a quote!
E. & O. E.
NOTES

a

All prices are in GB Pounds and are quoted ex-works and unpacked.

b

Prices do not include VAT which is extra if applicable.

c

Warranty 3 years (apart from Fusion monitors which are 1 year). Does not cover accidental damage misuse or reflector breakage.

d

As we do not print product data, please refer to our website for details of our range of products. See www.portaprompt.co.uk

e

Prices do not include local taxes or levies due upon arrival of consignment, these to be paid for by customer upon demand.

f

Prices do not include certificates of origin, or any charges for Consular/Chamber of Commerce certification that customer may require; these are all extra.

g

Terms and conditions of sale are Portaprompt standard version

